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67. ...Each young person’s heart should thus be considered “holy ground, a bearer of the seeds 

of divine life, before which we must “take off our shoes” in order to draw near and enter more 

deeply into the Mystery.  

 

41. ...To be credible to young people, there are times when she needs to regain her humility 

and simply listen, recognizing that what others have to say can provide some light to help her 

better understand the Gospel. 

 

Chapter 7  

202. ...although it is never easy to approach young people, two things have become 

increasingly evident: the realization that the entire community has to be involved in 

evangelizing them, and the urgent requirement that young people take on a greater role in 

pastoral outreach.  

204. The young make us see the need for new styles and new strategies. For example, while 

adults often worry about having everything properly planned, with regular meetings and fixed 

times, most young people today have little interest in this kind of pastoral approach. Youth 

ministry needs to become more flexible: inviting young people to events or occasions that 

provide an opportunity not only for learning, but also for conversing, celebrating, singing, 

listening to real stories and experiencing a shared encounter with the living God. 

205. At the same time, we should take into greater consideration those practices that have 

shown their value – the methods, language and aims that have proved truly effective in 

bringing young people to Christ and the Church. It does not matter where they are coming from 

or what labels they have received, whether “conservative” or “liberal”, “traditional” or 

“progressive”. What is important is that we make use of everything that has borne good fruit 

and effectively communicates the joy of the Gospel. 

Main courses of action 

209. I wish simply to emphasize that youth ministry involves two main courses of action. One is 

outreach, the way we attract new young people to an experience of the Lord. The other is 

growth, the way we help those who have already had that experience to mature in it. 

210. As for outreach, I trust that young people themselves know how best to find appealing 

ways to come together. They know how to organize events, sports competitions and ways to 

evangelize using social media, through text messages, songs, videos and other ways. They only 

have to be encouraged and given the freedom to be enthused about evangelizing other young 

people wherever they are to be found. When the message is first brought up, whether at a 

youth retreat, in a conversation at a bar, on school holidays, or in any of God’s mysterious 

ways, it can awaken a deep experience of faith. What is most important, though, is that each 

young person can be daring enough to sow the seed of the message on that fertile terrain that 

is the heart of another young person. 
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211. In this outreach, we need to use above all the language of closeness, the language of 

generous, relational and existential love that touches the heart, impacts life, and awakens hope 

and desires. Young people need to be approached with the grammar of love, not by being 

preached at. The language that young people understand is spoken by those who radiate life, 

by those who are there for them and with them. And those who, for all their limitations and 

weaknesses, try to live their faith with integrity. We also have to give greater thought to ways 

of incarnating the kerygma in the language of today’s youth. 

212. As for growth, I would make one important point. In some places, it happens that young 

people are helped to have a powerful experience of God, an encounter with Jesus that touched 

their hearts. But the only follow-up to this is a series of “formation” meetings featuring talks 

about doctrinal and moral issues, the evils of today’s world, the Church, her social doctrine, 

chastity, marriage, birth control and so on. As a result, many young people get bored, they lose 

the fire of their encounter with Christ and the joy of following him; many give up and others 

become downcast or negative. Rather than being too concerned with communicating a great 

deal of doctrine, let us first try to awaken and consolidate the great experiences that sustain 

the Christian life. In the words of Romano Guardini, “when we experience a great love… 

everything else becomes part of it”.[112] 

213. Any educational project or path of growth for young people must certainly include 

formation in Christian doctrine and morality. It is likewise important that it have two main goals. 

One is the development of the kerygma, the foundational experience of encounter with God 

through Christ’s death and resurrection. The other is growth in fraternal love, community life 

and service. 

214. This was something I emphasized in Evangelii Gaudium, and I consider it worth repeating 

here. It would be a serious mistake to think that in youth ministry “the kerygma should give 

way to a supposedly more ‘solid’ formation. Nothing is more solid, profound, secure, meaningful 

and wisdom-filled than that initial proclamation. All Christian formation consists of entering 

more deeply into the kerygma”[113] and incarnating it ever more fully in our lives. 

Consequently, youth ministry should always include occasions for renewing and deepening our 

personal experience of the love of God and the living Christ. It can do this in a variety of ways: 

testimonies, songs, moments of adoration, times of spiritual reflection on the sacred Scriptures, 

and even an intelligent use of social networks. Yet this joyful experience of encounter with the 

Lord should never be replaced by a kind of “indoctrination”. 

215. On the other hand, any programme of youth ministry should clearly incorporate various 

means and resources that can help young people grow in fraternity, to live as brothers and 

sisters, to help one another, to build community, to be of service to others, to be close to the 

poor. If fraternal love is the “new commandment” (Jn 13:34), “the fullness of the Law” (Rom 

13:10) and our best way of showing our love for God, then it has to have a primary place in 

every project of youth formation and growth to maturity. 
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246. The same young people described to us the qualities they hope to find in a mentor, and 

they expressed this with much clarity. “The qualities of such a mentor include: being a faithful 

Christian who engages with the Church and the world; someone who constantly seeks holiness; 

someone who is a confidant without judging. Similarly, someone who actively listens to the 

needs of young people and responds in kind; someone deeply loving and self-aware; someone 

who recognizes his or her limits and knows the joys and sorrows of the spiritual journey. An 

especially important quality in mentors is the acknowledgement of their own humanity – the 

fact that they are human beings who make mistakes: not perfect people but forgiven sinners. 

Sometimes mentors are put on a pedestal, and when they fall, it may have a devastating 

impact on young people’s ability to continue to engage with the Church. Mentors should not 

lead young people as passive followers, but walk alongside them, allowing them to be active 

participants in the journey. They should respect the freedom that comes with a young person’s 

process of discernment and equip them with tools to do so well. A mentor should believe 

wholeheartedly in a young person’s ability to participate in the life of the Church. A mentor 

should therefore nurture the seeds of faith in young people, without expecting to immediately 

see the fruits of the work of the Holy Spirit. This role is not and cannot be limited to priests and 

consecrated life, but the laity should also be empowered to take on such a role. All such 

mentors should benefit from being well-formed, and engage in ongoing formation”. 
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